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POSITIVE-DEFINITENESS AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO

INTERPOLATION PROBLEMS FOR HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

BY

FRANK BEATROUS, JR. AND JACOB BURBEA

Abstract. Holomorphic interpolation problems of the Pick-Nevanlinna and Loewner

types as well as abstract interpolation theorems on functional Hubert spaces are

considered. Various characterizations are presented for restrictions of bounded

holomorphic functions. In addition, certain norm estimates for restrictions and

extensions of holomorphic functions are obtained.

1. Introduction. In this paper we study positive-definiteness of certain kernels by

exploiting a natural identification of these kernels with operators on an appropriate

Hubert space. This identification allows us to establish certain interpolation theo-

rems of an abstract character. As an application of this general study we also

consider some interpolation problems for various classes of holomorphic functions.

Thus we wish to characterize the restriction of a class of holomorphic functions on a

domain D in C" to some small subset F of D. Our results fall into two categories:

interpolation theorems for Hubert spaces of holomorphic functions, and interpola-

tion theorems for bounded holomorphic functions.

The first type of problem has been studied previously by FitzGerald [14], and the

present work is partially motivated by his paper (see also FitzGerald and Horn [16]

and Donoghue [12]). Our methods allow us to extend the results of FitzGerald

considerably (see Theorems 3.1 and 3.4).

The problem of interpolating bounded holomorphic functions goes back to Pick

[24] and Nevanlinna [23]. Their result characterizes restrictions of bounded holomor-

phic functions on the unit disk A by a quadratic inequality involving the Szegö

kernel SA(z, f ) = [2it(1 - zf)]_1 of A. Here we prove an analogous result where A is

replaced by a domain D in C and SA(z, f ) is replaced by an arbitrary positive-defi-

nite sesqui-holomorphic kernel on D (see Theorem 3.5).

In spite of the different characters of the above two types of problems, it has been

possible to link them here via the notion of multiplication-operator (see Proposition

3.6). This link was instrumental in unifying this paper and enabled us to derive

various other interpolation theorems. In particular, it enabled us to establish some

interpolation theorems for bounded holomorphic functions from a subset of the

boundary (see Theorems 4.3 and 4.6). These theorems extend a previous result of

Beatrous [2] which was proved using different methods and with more restrictive

assumptions.
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The present results admit a vectorial generalization on a theme set forth in Burbea

[4,6,8] and Burbea and Masani [9,10]. We shall not pursue these points here, but

leave them for another occasion.

The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we derive some abstract interpolation

theorems for functional Hilbert spaces. Here, a fundamental tool is Aronszajn's

general theory of reproducing kernels [1]. In §3 we specialize to spaces of holomor-

phic functions, and prove the theorems mentioned above. We also give applications

to interpolation problems for certain Hardy spaces and Bergman spaces on the ball

and polydisk, as well as for certain spaces of entire functions. In §4 we prove the

boundary analogues of the theorems mentioned above.

2. Abstract interpolation theorems. We begin with some definitions. For any

nonempty set X, a kernel on X is a complex-valued function on X X X. A kernel F

on X is hermitian or positive-definite on X if for any finite sequence xx,...,xn of

points in X, the matrix [K(x¡, Xj)] is hermitian or positive-definite, respectively.

A Hilbert space Jt, each of whose members is a function on X is a functional

Hilbert space on X if for each x e X, the functional / -» f(x) is continuous from Jt

to C. In this case there is, for each reí, a unique function kx e Jt with the

property that f(x) = (/, kx) for every f &Jt. Moreover, the kernel K(x, y) =

ky(x) = \ky, k^) is positive-definite on X. The kernel F is called the reproducing

kernel of the functional Hilbert space Jt.

Many interesting examples of functional Hilbert spaces arise as spaces of holo-

morphic functions. For example, the space A2(D) of square integrable holomorphic

functions on a domain D in C forms a functional Hilbert space with the usual

L2-inner product. Similarly, if D is a domain with a C2 boundary (or a cartesian

product of such domains) then the Hardy space H2(D) consisting of all holomor-

phic functions on D with square integrable boundary values forms a functional

Hilbert space on D. The reproducing kernels associated with A2(D) and H2(D) are

the classical Bergman and Szegö kernel functions.

We will need the following fundamental result of Aronszajn [1].

2.1. Theorem. Let K be a positive-definite kernel on X. There exists a unique

, functional Hilbert space Jton X with K as its reproducing kernel. Moreover, the vector

space JtQ consisting of functions of the form ¿Za,K(-, x¡), where {x,} and {a,} are

finite sequences in X and C respectively, is a dense subspace ofJt. The inner product in

Jt0 is given by

(!««,*(.,*,), T,ßjK(-tyj)) = LctfßjKiyj, x,).

Thus there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between positive-definite

kernels on X and functional Hilbert spaces on X.

For the remainder of this section, we fix a nonempty set X and a positive-definite

kernel K on X, and we let Jt= Jf(X; K) denote the associated functional Hilbert

space on X.

The following theorem is an abstract version of a result of FitzGerald [14] (see

also FitzGerald and Horn [16]) and it should also be compared with a corresponding

abstract result of Aronszajn [1] (see also Burbea [4,6] and Donoghue [12]).
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2.2 Theorem. A function f on X lies in Jtif and only if there is a positive constant c

such that the kernel c2K(x, y) - f(x)f(y) is positive-definite on X. In this case, ||/|| is

the infimum of all such c.

Proof. First assume that the kernel Kf(x, y) = c2K(x, y) - f(x)f(y) is

positive-definite on X. We will show that /is in^f. If / = 0 there is nothing to prove,

so we may assume that f(x0) # 0 for some point x0 e X. Writing K(x, y) =

c~2[Kf(x, y) + f(x)f{y)], we see that K is the sum of two positive-definite kernels

Kf a.nd f(x)f(y) on X. It follows from the general theory of reproducing kernels

(see Aronszajn [1]) that Jt is the pointwise sum of the functional Hilbert spaces

associated with the kernels Kf and f(x)f(y). In particular, the function h =

Kf(-,x0) + 2f(x0)f is in Jt. Thus /= {f(x0)yl[h - c2K(-,x0)], which is evi-

dently in Jt.

For the converse, assume that / is in Jf? and consider the kernel Kf(x, y) =

c2K(x, y) — f(x)f(y), where c is some positive number. For any finite sequences

{Xf} in X and {a,} in C we have

E«,«y*/(*,> Xj) = c2YiaiâJK(xi, Xj) -|E«,7(*,)|

2

= c2Y,*iäjK(xi,xj) -|XX(/, F(-,x,))|

= c2|i:ä,F(-,x,)||2-|(/,E«^(-^,))|2.

Thus it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that Kf is positive-definite on X

ifc>||/H.
Note also that, since functions of the form Ea,F(-, *,) are dense in Jt, the

positive-definiteness of K¡ implies that c2||g||2 > |(/, g)\2 for all g e Jt. In particu-

lar, taking g = f, it follows that c > \\f\\. This concludes the proof.

We will say that a kernel L on X is subordinate to F if there is a nonnegative

constant c such that for all finite sequences {x¡} in X and {a,}, {ß,} in C we have

(2.1) |Ea,yS;.L(x„ Xj)f < C2(E«,«yF(x„ x,))(£/3,y3;.F(*,, Xj)).

If we define ||L|| to be the infimum of all nonnegative constants c for which the

above inequality holds, then the set V(K) of kernels subordinate to K becomes a

Banach space under pointwise operations.

2.3. Lemma. If L is a kernel on X which is subordinate to K, i.e. if L ey(i), then

for any x0 e X the functions L ( ■, xQ ) and L(x0, ■) are in Jt.

Proof. Condition (2.1) implies in particular that

|X>,L(x,-, x0)|   < c¡YlaiajK(xi, Xj)

where c0 = C)JK(x0, x0). Thus the kernel c2K(x, y) - L(x, x0)L(y, x0) is posi-

tive-definite on X, so by Theorem 2.2, L(-, x0) is in Jt. To see that L(x0, ■) lies in

Jt, we observe that L*(x, y) = L(y, x) is also subordinate to F and apply the

above argument to L*.
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We may also consider the space ¿fx(K) of all kernels L on X such that there is a

nonnegative constant c with the property that

(2.2) |Ea,-âyL(x,., Xj)\ < cYJaiaJK(xi, x¡)

for all finite sequences {x,} in X and {a,} in C. Again, ||L||, is defined as the

infimum of all nonnegative constants c for which (2.2) holds. Note that || • ||x is a

seminorm. Clearly, Sf(K) c y,(F) and \\L\\X < ||L|| for every L g y(F). For any

kernel L on X, we define its adjoint L* by L*(x, y) = L(y, x). It follows that

L* e y(F) or L* e ^,(F) if and only if L g ST(K) or L g y\(F), in which case

||L*|| = ||L|| or ||L*||i = \\L\\X, respectively. The proof of the next lemma is quite

standard and therefore omitted.

2.4. Lemma. If L & ¿fx(K) then its hermitian part (L + L*)/2 is in £f°(K) and

\\L + L*\\ = 2\\L\\X. In particular, for L G y(F), ||L|| - \\L\\X if and only if L is

hermitian on X(i.e. if L is selfadjoint, L* = L).

A fundamental theme of this paper will be the reduction of problems concerning

kernels to analogous questions concerning operators on an appropriate Hilbert

space. The reduction is facilitated by the following result (compare Aronszajn [1]).

Here SS(Jt) denotes the Banach algebra of continuous linear operators from Jt to

itself.

2.5. Theorem. For any operator T g £%(Jt) there is a unique kernel LT g ít(K)

which represents T in the sense that (F/}(y) = (/, LT(-, y)) for every f g Jtand

every y e X. This kernel is given by LT(x, y) = {TK(-, x)}(y) and LT*(x, y)

= LT(y, x) for x, y G X. Moreover, the mapping T >-> LT is a conjugate linear

isometry of SS(Jt) onto <¥(K) with the property that LT is an hermitian or a

positive-definite kernel on X if and only if T is a selfadjoint or a positive operator on Jt,

respectively.

Proof. For F g <%(jt) we have, from the reproducing property of K, that for

every / g Jt&nd every y G X,

{Tf}(y)=(Tf,K(-,y)) = (f,T*K(-,y)).

Thus LT(x, y) = {T*K(-, y)}(x) is the unique kernel which represents F. Another

application of the reproducing property gives

LT{x,y) = (T*K(-,y),K(-,x)) = (mi-, x), K(-, y)) = {TK(-,x))(y)

and thusLr(A:, y) = {TK(-, x)}(y). In particular, LT.(x, y) = LT(y, x).

To verify that Lr is indeed a kernel subordinate to K, let {x¡} be a finite sequence

of points in X and let {a,}, {/?,} be corresponding sequences of complex numbers.

Set

/=I«,i(s4    g=LßM-,*i)-
Then

(Tf,g) = EMy(rc(-, *,.),*(• ,*,)) = E«,ÂM*/>*y)-
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Thus the inequality (2.1) becomes \{Tf, g)\ < c||/|| ||g||, which clearly holds in our

case with c = \\T\\. Moreover, since functions of the form Ea,F(-, x¡) are dense in

Jt, it follows that

\\LT\\ =;sup{|(F/, g>|/||/|| • ||g||:/,gG¿f \{0}} = ||F||.

Clearly, LT is hermitian on X if and only if F g Sô(Jt) is selfadjoint. Moreover,

taking/ = g = Eä,F(■, x¡) in the above gives

(f>Tf) = E«<S/£r(*i» xj)

so it follows that LT is positive-definite on X if and only if F g ¡%(jt) is a positive

operator.

It remains to be shown that every kernel L ey(i) represents some operator

F e 38(Jt). Let L be such a kernel. We construct the corresponding operator at first

on a dense subspace JtQ of Jf consisting of finite sums of the form Ea,F(-, x¡).

Define S0 : Jt0 -*Jt by

$)(E«/*(-. *,-))= £«/£(■»*/)■
Note that it follows from (2.1) that SQ(La¡K(-, x¡)) is a well-defined function on X,

and by Lemma 2.3 it lies in Jt. Letting/ = Ea,F(-, x;) and g = E$F(-, x,) as in

the first part of the proof, we see from (2.1) that

l(V.g>l2<ll¿ll 11/1111*11
for every/, g g jf0. Thus S0 extends uniquely as a continuous linear operator S on

Jt. Thus, setting F= 5* we see that F g SS(Jt) and, for every f^Jt and all

y eX,

{Tf){y) = (F/, F(-, ^)> = (/, F*F(-, ,)) = (/, S0K(-,y)) = (/, L(-, j)).

Hence L = LT. Finally, for any Tx, T2 g Sd(Jt) and any a,, a2 g C we have

L(a r+a r) = äxLT + a2LT, showing that the mapping is indeed conjugate-linear.

The proof is now complete.

2.6. Corollary. A kernel L on X is in ¿f°(K) if and only if the following conditions

hold: _

(i) For every x g X, the functions L ( •, x) and L(x, ■) are in Jt.

(ii) The operator T defined by {Tf)(y) = (/, L(-, y)) is a member of ̂ (Jt).

It follows from the preceding theorem that the spacey(F) has a natural structure

of a Banach algebra with involution, obtained by pulling back the operations in

Sä(Jt). Thus we define the product of two kernels Lx, L2 g St(K) by (LxL2)(x, y)

= (l,(-, y),L2(x, •)). The adjoint L* of Lg^F) is given, as before, by

L*(x, y) = Ljy~x).

In the following theorem, it may be helfpul to keep in mind the case of the

Bergman or Szegö kernel of a domain.

2.7. Theorem. Let E be an arbitrary subset of X and let KE denote the restriction of

K to E X E. Let L be a kernel on E which is subordinate to KE, i.e. L G ít(KE). Then

there is a unique kernel L on X with the following properties:

(i)LG^(F).
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(iii) For every f €:Jt with f \ E = 0, and every y g X,

(f,L(-,y)) = (f,L(y,-))=0.

Moreover, if L is hermitian or positive-definite on E, then the same is true of E on X.

Proof. We denote by JtE the functional Hilbert space associated with KE and we

note that JtE is precisely the set of restrictions to E of functions in Jt (see Aronszajn

[1]). If we let F: Jt^> JtE be the restriction map then for any / g JtE and any y & E

we have

{R*f)(y)=(R*f,K(-,y)) = {f,KE(-,y))E=f(y).

Here ( , ) E denotes the inner product in JtE. Thus RR* is the identity operator on

JtE and R*R is the orthogonal projection on ®(R*) = jV(R)x , the range of R*

(identified as the orthogonal complement in Jt of the null-space of F).

Let F g £¡8(JtE) be the linear operator on^f£ represented by L and set F = R*TR.

Clearly F is selfadjoint or positive on Jt if and only if the same is true for F on JtE.

Now let L be the kernel on X which represents F, i.e. L(x, y) = {t*K(-, y)}(x).

Then L clearly satisfies property (iii) since, for any y elL('j) and L(y, ■) are

both in the range of R*. Moreover, if x, y g E then

L(x,y)={R*T*RK(-,y)}(x)={R*T*KE(-,y)}(x)

= {R*L(-,y)}(x) = L(x,y).

Thus L satisfies properties (i)-(iii). The assertions concerning hermitian and posi-

tive-definite kernels follow from the corresponding properties of the operator F.

It remains to show that the kernel L is uniquely determined by properties (i)-(iii).

Thus, let L be any kernel satisfying (i)-(iii) and let t be the associated operator. We

will show that f = R*TR. From (ii) we have for every/ g JtE and every y g X,

{Tf}(y) = (/, L(-,y))E = (RR*f, RL(-,y))E

= (R*f,R*RL(-,y)) = (R*f,L(-,y)) = {TR*f}(y).

Hence we have RTR* = T, and so R*TR = PTP where F = R*R is the orthogonal

projection on ¡M(R*) = ^(R)^ . Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show

that J/~(t) d Jf(R) and !%(T) c Jf (R)± . But these inclusions are immediate from

(iii) since L(-, y) = f*K(-, y), L(y, •) = TK(-, y), and the functions K(-, y) are

linearly dense in Jt. This completes the proof.

A subset F of X is a set of uniqueness for a family J^of functions on X if the

restriction mapping/ -> f\E is injective on J*\

2.8. Corollary. Let E be a set of uniqueness for Jtand let L be a kernel on X which

is subordinate to K, i.e. L G íf(K). If the restriction of L to E X E is positive-definite,

then L is positive-definite on X.

The following interpolation result for functions follows immediately from Theo-

rem 2.2.
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2.9. Theorem. Let E be an arbitrary subset of X and let f be a function on E such

that the kernel c2K(x, y) - f(x)f(y) is positive-definite on E for some nonnegative

constant c. Then there is a function f G Jtsuch that F\E= f and such that the kernel

c2K(x, y) — F(x)F(y) is positive-definite on X.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, / is in the functional Hilbert space JtE associated with

KE = F|£xE. Using the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.7, we set F = R*f.

ThenF|£ = RR*f = /, and

||F||2 = (R*f, R*f) = (RR*f, f)E = ll/ll2 « c2. _

By a second application of Theorem 2.2, we conclude that c2K(x, y) = F(x)F(y) is

positive-definite on X.

We now prove a version of the preceding theorem which is valid for kernels which

are not positive-definite.

2.10. Corollary. Let L be a kernel on X which is subordinate to K, i.e.

L G y (F), and let E be a subset of X. Let f be a function on E such that the kernel

c2L(x, y) - f(x)f(y) is positive-definite on E for some nonnegative constant c. Then

there is a function F in Jf with F\ E = f and \\F\\ ^ C;/||L||.

Proof. Our hypothesis clearly implies that L is positive-definite on F. By

Theorem 2.7 there is a positive-definite kernel L g 6f(K) on X which agrees with L

on F X F and with ||L|| < ||L||. Let Jt be the functional Hilbert space associated with

L. By Theorem 2.9 there is a function F in Jf such that c2L(x, y) - F(x)F(y) is

positive-definite on X. Then by definition of ||F|| we have that ||L||F(x, y) - L(x, y)

is positive-definite. Thus it follows that c2\\L\\K(x, y) - F(x)F(y) is positive-defi-

nite. By Theorem 2.2, we deduce that F g Jt and ||F|| < c/|JLJ| < cJ\\L\\. This
concludes the proof.

We close this section by introducing the following concept. A function F on X is

said to have the multiplication-property with respect to F if the kernel KE(x, y)

= F(y)K(x, y) on X is subordinate to K, i.e. KF ^St(K). In this case the kernel

KF represents an operator MF g 38 (Jf), known as the mulitplication-operator due to

F. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that MFg = Fg for all g g Jt(see also Burbea and

Masani [9,10] for a vectorial version of these concepts).

2.11. Theorem. Let F be a function on X, having the multiplication-property with

respect to K, and let c be a nonnegative constant. Then K(x, y)(c2 — F(x)F(y)) is

positive-definite on X if and only if\\MF\\ < c.

Proof. According to Theorem 2.5 the operator on Jf associated with the above

kernel is c2I - MFM*, where / is the identity operator on Jt. Thus it follows that

the kernel K(x, y)(c2 - F(x)F(y)) is positive-definite on X if and only if c2I -

MFM* is a positive operator on Jf. However, the latter is equivalent to \\MF\\ < c,

and the theorem follows.

We remark that the last theorem shows in particular that

sap{\F(x)\:xeX,K(x,x)*0} < \\MF\\

whenever F has the multiplication-property with respect to K.
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Finally, we should remark that the results of this and the next section could also

be formulated with positive-definiteness replaced by conditional positive-definite-

ness. This applies, in particular, to Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. A kernel F on X is said to

be conditionally positive-definite on X if for any finite sequences {x,} in X and {a,}

in C with Ea, = 0, we have 2ZajctjK(x¡, x¡) > 0. This assertion follows from the

simple observation that, for any point x0 g X, the kernel K is conditionally

positive-definite on X if and only if the kernel K(x, y) - K(x0, y) - K(x, x0) +

K(x0, x0) is positive-definite on X. For these matters, we refer to Donoghue [11, p.

135], and to FitzGerald and Horn [16].

3. Interpolation theorems for holomorphic functions. In this section we specialize to

spaces of holomorphic functions. If F is a domain in C" (or a complex manifold), a

kernel F on F will be called sesqui-holomorphic if for each z g D the functions

K(-, z) and K(z, •) are holomorphic on D. Thus, a reproducing kernel associated

with a functional Hilbert space of holomorphic functions is sesqui-holomorphic, and

conversely, any sesqui-holomorphic positive-definite kernel on D is the reproducing

kernel of a functional Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on D. By 0(D) we

denote the algebra of holomorphic functions on D. We will be especially interested

in functional Hilbert spaces of the form

^(D) = j/G 0(D): ll/ll2 = jjffdn < ccj

where p is some positive measure on D. We will not address the question of which

positive measures give rise to functional Hilbert spaces on D. Suffice it to say that

Jfß(D) is a functional Hilbert space on D if for any compact subset B of D there

exists a positive constant c = c(B) such that d\i(z) > c(B) dv(z) for all z g B,

where dv is the euclidean volume element. This follows easily from the mean value

property of holomorphic functions. In particular, Jtß(D) is a functional Hilbert

space on D if dß. = <$>dv, where «p is a positive continuous function on D. In this case

we will callJt^D) a weighted Bergman space and we denote it by A^D).

Let us observe that if K^ is the reproducing kernel associated with the functional

Hilbert space Jt^D), then it follows from Corollary 2.6 that a sufficient condition

for a sesqui-holomorphic kernel L on D to be subordinate to K^ is that L is a

"Hilbert-Schmidt kernel" namely,

f ¡\L(z,C)\2dß(z)dn(n<™.
JDJD

Unless otherwise specified, we shall assume that p is a positive measure on D such

that Jfu = Jf^D) is a functional Hilbert space on D. In this case Kß denotes the

reproducing kernel of Jf^.

The next result is a special case of Theorem 2.7.

3.1. Theorem. Let D be a domain in C" and let L be a kernel on a subset E of D

which is subordinate to K^ on E. Then there is a sesqui-holomorphic kernel L on D,

subordinate to FA, i.e. L g Sf(K ), such that L\ExE = L and\\L\\ = \\L\\. Moreover, if
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L is hermitian or positive-definite on E, then L can be chosen to be hermitian or

positive-definite, respectively, on D.

3.2. Corollary. Let D be a domain in C" and let E be a subset of D which is also a

set of uniqueness for Jt^. Let L be a kernel on D which is subordinate to K , i.e.

L G y(K ). If L is hermitian or positive-definite on E, then the same is true on D.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, L|£x£ has an extension L to D x D with the desired

properties. But since F is a set of uniqueness iorJt^, we must have L = L.

We now formulate a version of the last corollary which does not involve the

auxiliary Hilbert space H^. Various versions of this result have been obtained by

FitzGerald [14], Donoghue [12], and FitzGerald and Horn [16].

3.3. Theorem. Let L be a sesqui-holomorphic kernel on a domain D in C and let E

be a set of uniqueness for 0(D). If L\ExE is hermitian or positive-definite, then the

same is true of L.

Proof. Choose a positive continuous function ^ on D such that

( f \L(z, f )|2</>(zHa) dv(z) dv(t) < co.
JDJD

Then L is subordinate to the reproducing kernel K^ of the weighted Bergman space

Al(D). Thus the result follows from Corollary 3.2.

We now turn our attention to interpolation theorems for holomorphic functions.

The next theorem is essentially due to FitzGerald [14] in the special case that F is a

set of uniqueness for 6(D).

3.4. Theorem. Let K be a sesqui-holomorphic kernel on a domain D in C". Let f be a

function on a subset E of D such that for some nonnegative constant c the kernel

c2K(z, Ç) - f(z)f(Ç) is positive-definite on E. Then there is a holomorphic function F

on D with F\E = /. Moreover, if K is positive-definite on D or if E is a set of

uniqueness for 0(D) then F can be chosen so that the kernel c2K(z, f) - F(z)F(Ç) is

positive-definite on D.

Proof. If F is positive-definite, then the result follows from Theorem 2.10.

Moreover, if F is a set of uniqueness for 0(D) then it follows from Theorem 3.3

that K is positive-definite on D. To complete the proof we must show that / has a

holomorphic extension to D if K is not assumed to be positive-definite. Choose a

positive continuous function <;> on D so that

[ I'\L(z,Ç)\2<p(z)4>(Ç) dv(z) do(S) < oo.
JDJD

Then K is subordinate to the reproducing kernel K^ of A\(D). It follows from

Corollary 2.10 that there is a function F g A\(D) with F|£/. The proof is now

complete.
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To illustrate the utility of Theorem 3.4 we introduce a family of kernels on the

unit polydisk A" in C". For any «-tuple a = (a,,... ,a„) of nonnegative numbers we

set

K.M)-fl(l-'jtjP-
7 = 1

Note that log Ka is a sum of positive-definite kernels on A", so it follows that Ka is

positive-definite on A". We denote by Ha(An) the functional Hilbert space of

holomorphic functions on A" with Ka as its reproducing kernel. If a = 1 (i.e. when

a- = 1 for y = 1,...,«) then Ha(A") is the usual Hardy-Szegö space, i.e.

//1(A") = //2(A")=(/G^(A"):||/||I2 = (277r  sup   /     |/(rz)|2| dz\ < oo),

where dz = dzx • • ■ dzn. If, on the other hand, a > 1 (i.e. a] > 1 for y = 1,... ,n)

then Ha(A") is a weighted Bergman space

/UA")= j/G0(A"):

II/IIÎ = T-"ñ («y - 1)/ l/(¿)|2ñ (l - |z/P~2<fc(z) < oo).
7 = 1 JV y = iV j

Let F: 0(A") -* 0(A) be the diagonal restriction mapping defined by (F/}(w) =

/(w,...,w). It follows from Theorem 3.4 that F is a norm-decreasing map of Ha(A")

onto //|a|(A), where |a| = E"=1ay. Moreover, there is a linear isometry Ea: H^(A) -»

//a(A") such that FFa = 1. In particular, F maps the Hardy-Szegö space H2(A")

onto the weighted Bergman space Hn(A) = ^(A) with weight

<t>(u) = TT-l(n - 1)(1- |co|2)"-2.

For other approaches to the problem, see Rudin [26, p. 53], Duren and Shields [13],

Horowitz and Oberlin [18], Moulin and Rosay [22], and Shapiro [28].

Considerations similar to the above apply also to the unit ball F„ in C". For 5 > 0

we define the kernel Ks on F„ by

K,(z,s) = (i-<*,or.
Then Ks is positive-definite on Bn (see also Burbea [7]). We denote by Hs(Bn) the

associated functional Hilbert space of Holomorphic functions on Bn. The norm for

this space is defined via fractional-derivations. For / g 0(Bn), we have, using

multinomial notation,

/(z) = 2>„za;       aaGC,zGF„,
a

where a = (a,,...,a„) is an «-tuple of nonnegative integers and z" is the abbrevia-

tion for z"1 • • • z"°. For any r, 0 < r < 1, the fractional-derivation of order r of f,

f ^, is defined by

/<'>(^E{v«,)V-!+|,-rl
a

where [1 - r] is the integer value of 1 - r. Thus it follows that/^ = /,/^ = 3Z

• • • 3. / and
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We also define

Il/Il,2 = ^"(\f(l/2Hz)\2(l-\z\2Y^dv(z).
B«

With this norm, we have

HS(B„)= {/e <?(*„): U/H, <oo}.

For s = n the norm in Hs(Bn) can also be realized as

Wñl'^p-   SUP   f   \f(rz)\2do(z),

and thus Hn(Bn) is the usual Hardy-Szegö space H2(Bn). Similarly, for s > n the

norm in Hs(Bn) can be realized as

and thus HS(B„), s > «, is a weighted Bergman space A2^(Bn) with weight §(z) =

tt-"(T(s)/T(s - «))(1 - \z\2y-"-\

Let k be an integer, 1 < k < «, and consider the unit ball Bk of C*. We define a

restriction mapping Rk: 0(B„) -» 0(FJ by Rkf(z) = f(z,0) for z g F¿ and 0 g

C""*. From Theorem 3.4 it follows that Rk is a norm-decreasing map of HS(B„)

onto Hs(Bk). In particular, for 1 < & < «, F¿ maps the Hardy-Szegö space H2(Bn)

onto the weighted Bergman space A\(Bk) with weight (¡>, given by

*(z) = r-*(n - *)(n - * + 1) • • • (« - 1)(1 - |z|2)""*-1.

Moreover, the extension mapping Ek: 0(Bk) -* 0(B„) defineu by [Ekf}(zx,...,zn)

= f(zx,...,zk) is an isometric embedding of Hs(Bk) into HS(B„) (compare Rudin

[27, p. 127]).
Yet another application is obtained by applying Theorem 3.4 to the Hilbert space

1F(C), q > 0, of all entire functions/on C" satisfying

ll/ll5-í/l/U)|V*l1<to(z)<oo.

This is a functional Hilbert space on C" with the reproducing kernel Kq(z,$) =

ei(z,0 an(j xs known as the Fischer space of order q (see also Burbea [7]). Let V be

any linear subspace of C" of complex dimension k, 1 < k ^ «, which we identify,

via a unitary isomorphism with C*. Let Rk: 0(C) -* O(V) be the restriction

mapping Rkf = f\v, then Theorem 3.4 implies that Rk is a norm-decreasing map of

J^(C) onto^(C*). Again, the extension map Ek: 0(Ck) -» 0(C) defined by

{Ekf}(zx,...,zn)=f(zx,...,zk)

is an isometric embedding oi^q(Ck) into J^(C).

Our next result is in the spirit of the classical Pick-Nevanlinna interpolation

theorem. A similar but more restrictive problem has also been considered by Hahn

[171.
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3.5. Theorem. Let D be a domain in C" and let K be a positive-definite sesqui-holo-

morphic kernel on D with the property that K(z,z) + 0 for every z g D. Let E be a set

of uniqueness for 0(D) and let f be a function on E such that K(z, $)(c2 - /(z)/(f))

is positive-definite on E for some nonnegative constant c. Then there is a unique

holomorphic function F on D with F|£ =/. Moreover, K(z,Ç)(c2 - F(z)F(Ç)) is

positive-definite on D. In particular, \F(z)\ < cfor every z g D.

Proof. Let Jf be the functional Hilbert space associated with K, and let g g jf,

g not identically zero. By Theorem 2.2 the kernel ||g||2F(z, l)f(z)f(l) -

f(z)g(z)f(l)g(^,) is positive-definite on E, and hence by our hypothesis,

c2||g||2F(z, f) - f(z)g(z)f($)g(f ) is positive-definite on E. By Theorem 3.4 there

is a function G g jf with G|£ - fg. Let Vg = {z g D: g(z) = 0} and set Fg(z) =

G(z)/g(z) for z g D \ Vg. Then clearly Fg is holomorphic on D \ Vg and Fg agrees

with / on F \ V. Now, let « be another nonzero member of Jf and construct the

functions H and Fh as above. We will show that F = Fh on D\(V n Vh). Since

Fg = Fh = f on F\(Vg n Vh), it follows that Gh - Hg = 0 on E\(Vg D Vh), and

so gh(Gh - Hg) = 0 on F. Since F is a set of uniqueness, it follows that Gh - Hg = 0

on D, and so Fg = Fh on D \ ( Vg n FA ). Hence it follows that there is a function F

which is holomorphic on D \ fl{ Vg: g g jf, g # 0} and such that F| £ = /. But since

£(z, z) * 0 for all z g F, we have n{Kg: g^Jf,g + 0} = 0, so F g 0(Z>). By

hypothesis, the sesqui-holomorphic kernel F(z, f)(c2 ~~ ̂ Xz)-F(f)) is positive-defi-

nite on F, hence as F is a set of uniqueness for 0(D), it is positive-definite on D by

Theorem 3.3. This concludes the proof.

Let F be a positive-definite sesqui-holomorphic kernel on a domain D in C and

let Jf be the functional Hilbert space associated with F. Let HX(D) denote the

Banach algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on D. The kernel F is said to

have the contraction-property if every F g H°°(D) has the multiplication-property

with respect to F with ||M£|| < \\F\\X. The kernel K^ oîJf^D) as well as the Szegö

kernel S of H2(D) clearly possess the contraction-property. In this case, for

F G HX(D), MF (pointwise multiplication by F) is a continuous linear operator on

L2(dß) and Mp = P^MF where FM denotes the orthogonal projection of L2(d¡x) onto

Jf^(D); in the Szegö kernel case, L2(dfi) is replaced by L2(3F) and F^ by S, the

orthogonal projection of L2(3F) onto H2(dD) in the sense described in §4.

We now prove (cf. Burbea [4,6])

3.6. Proposition. Let K be a positive-definite sesqui-holomorphic kernel on a

domain D on C which is not zero identically and let F0 be a function on D, having the

multiplication-property with respect to K. Assume that F0 is continuous at each point of

the variety {z g D: K(z, z) = 0}. Then F0 g Hx(D) and \\F0\\X < ||M£||. //, in

addiiton, K has the contraction-property then \\MF || = HFqH^. Moreover, the mapping

F •-> MF is a linear isometry ofH°°(D) ontoJt(Jt), the Banach subalgebra of SS(Jf)

consisting of all multiplication-operators in Sê(Jt).

Proof. By assumption F0K(-, z) is in Jf for every z g D; in particular it is

holomorphic in D for every (fixed) z g D. It follows, since F0 is defined on D and
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F * 0, then F0 is meromorphic on D. By Theorem 2.11, sup{|F0(z)|: z g D0} <

\\MF || where D0= {z g D: K(z, z) # 0}. It follows by Riemann's theorem on

removable singularities that F0 g 0(D) and ||F0|| < ||MF||. If, in addition, F pos-

sesses the contraction-property then the mapping F •-» MF is a well-defined linear

operator from HX(D) into Jt(Jt) with \\MF\\ < \\F\\X. It follows, by the first part

of the theorem, that this mapping is onto Jt(Jf) and ||Af£|| = \\F\\X. This concludes

the proof.

3.7. Corollary. Let Kbe a positive-definite sesqui-holomorphic kernel on a domain

D in C, having the contraction-property and such that K(z, z) + 0 for all z g D. Let

E be a set of uniqueness for 0(D) and let f be an arbitrary function on E. Then for any

nonnegative constant c the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) There is a unique F g Hx(D)with \\F\\X ^candF\E = f.

(ii) The kernel K(z, Ç)(c2 - /(z)/(f )) is positive-definite on E.

Proof. The implication (ii) => (i) is a special case of Theorem 3.5. For the

converse, we observe, since F has the contraction-property, that for any F g Hx(D),

the multiplication-operator MF^Jt(Jf) satisfies ||Af£|| < HFH^ (in fact, \\MF\\ =

\\F\\X by Proposition 3.6). Condition (i), therefore, implies that F has the multiplica-

tion-property with respect to F and ||M£|| < c. It follows from Theorem 2.11 that

K(z, 0(c2 - F(z)F(Ç)) is positive-definite on D, and the proof is complete.

We remark that the classical interpolation theorem of Pick [24] characterizes the

restrictions of holomorphic functions with values in a half-plane rather than a disk.

One can verify easily, using a conformai mapping, that the two problems are

equivalent. In fact, let ß be any hyperbolic simply connected domain in the extended

plane C and let </> be a conformai mapping of ß onto the unit disk A. Then the Szegö

kernel Sa of ß satisfies

(3.1) 5ß(z,n={<i''(z)?vn}1/2Sa(<i.(z),<i>a));       *,£eß,

where

(3.2) Sa(«,t)= {2t7(1 -cot)}"1;        co,tgA,

is the Szegö kernel of the unit disk.

3.8. Corollary. Let K be a positive-definite sesqui-holomorphic kernel on a domain

D in C" with the property that K(z, z) # 0 for every z G D. Let ß be a hyperbolic

simply connected domain in C and let Sa be its Szegö kernel. Let E be a set of

uniqueness for 0(D) and let f be a function from E into ß such that the kernel

K(z, C)[Sc¡(f(z), /(O)]-1 is positive-definite on E. Then there is a unique holomorphic

function F on D with F\E = /. Moreover, we have F(z) G ß for z g D, and the kernel

K(z, Ç)[Su(F(z), F(f))]-1 is positive-definite on D.

Proof. Let «¡>bea conformai mapping of ß onto the unit disk and let /[ = <j> ° f.

We have, in accordance with (3.1)—(3.2),
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f;(z,í)(i-/i(z)/i(0)

= ̂ {<t>v^))VUií))}l/2K(z,n[scl(f(z),f(m~l

and thus K(z, 0(1 _ /i(z)/i(f )) is positive-definite on E. It follows from Theorem

3.5 that there exists a unique holomorphic function Fx on D with F,|£ =/, and

|F,(z)| < 1 for all z g F>. Moreover, since |/,(z)| < 1 for z g F, it follows from the

maximum modulus principle that |F,(z)| < 1 for all z g F.Set F = <fx ° F,. Then F

is holomorphic on D with F|£ = /and F(z) g ß for all z g F. Also, the sesqui-ho-

lomorphic kernel K(z, f )[5n(F(z), F(f ))]_1 is positive-definite on F by hypothesis,

so by Theorem 3.3 it is positive-definite on D. This concludes the proof.

The last corollary admits a stronger version if the boundary 3ß of the simply

connected domain ß is sufficiently smooth. According to a theorem of Warschawski

[30], if 3ß is of class C1 with a Dini-continuous normal, in particular if 3ß g C1e

(0 < e < 1), then the conformai mapping <j>: ß -» A extends to a C^diffeomorphism

of ß onto A and there exist positive constants a and b such that

(3.4) 0 < a < \4>'(z)\ < b < oo,       z g ß.

It follows that {SQ(z, f )}_1 is well defined for all z, f g ß and is zero if and only if

Z = f G 3ß.

3.9. Corollary. Let K, D and E be as in Corollary 3.8. Let ß be a simply

connected domain in C such that 3ß is of class C1 with a Dini-continuous normal and

let SQ be its Szegö kernel. Let f be a function from E to ß such that the kernel

K(z, f )[Sa(f(z), /(f))]1 is positive-definite on E. Then there is a unique holomorphic

function F on D with F\E = f and such that the kernel K(z, f )[Sa(F(z), F(Ç))]'1 "

positive-definite on D. Moreover, either F(z) G ß for every z g D or F(z) = c for

every z g D, where c is a constant lying on 3ß.

Proof. As in the previous proof, we let <¡> be a conformai mapping of ß onto A,

which now extends to a C^diffeomorphism of ß onto A. We may therefore define

fx = <p°f, so that |/,(z)| < 1 for all z g F. Identity (3.3) is now valid in view of

(3.1), (3.2) and (3.4). In particular, the kernel K(z, f )(1 - fx(z)fx($)) is positive-def-

inite on F. Arguing as before we deduce the existence of a unique holomorphic

function Fx on D with F,|£ =/, and |F,(z)| < 1 for all z g D. By the maximum

modulus principle either |F,(z)| < 1 for all z g D or Fx(z) = cx for all z g D, where

c, is a constant with |c,| = 1. Set, again, F= <f>_1 « Ft. Then F|£ = / and either

F(z) g ß for all z G D or F(z) = <t>~l(cx) G 3ß for all z g D, in which case / was

originally a constant c = <(>l(cx). Clearly, F is holomorphic on D in both cases.

Now, in the case that F(z) = c g 3ß, we have trivially that [Sa(F(z), F(f ))]_1 = 0,

for all z, f G F, while in the case that F(z) g ß for z g F, the previous proof of

Corollary 3.8 applies. We conclude that K(z, Ç)[Sa(F(z), F(f))]_1 is a positive-defi-

nite kernel on D, and the proof is complete.

The classical interpolation theorem of Pick [24] and Nevanlinna [23] characterizes

restrictions of bounded holomorphic functions on the unit disk A in terms of the

Szegö kernel SJz, f) = {27r(l - zf)}"1. Thus, if F is an arbitrary subset of A and if
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/ is a function on E, then / is a restriction of a holomorphic function F on A with

ll-^lloo < 1 if and only iftne kernel 5A(z, f)(l ~~ /(z)/(f )) is positive-definite on F.

A simple conformai mapping argument (see Corollary 3.9) shows that the same is

true if A is replaced by any hyperbolic simply connected plane domain ß. In the case

that F is a set of uniqueness for 0(ü), the above theorem becomes a special case of

our Corollary 3.7, however if F is not a set of uniqueness for 0(2) the result cannot

be proved by our methods. In fact, in this degree of generality, the hypothesis that F

is a set of uniqueness for 0(ti) is essential. Korányi and Pukansky [19] have given an

example of a set F consisting of two points in the unit polydisk A" in C" (« > 2)

such that the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 does not hold when F is the Szegö kernel

for A". Minor modifications of this example show that Theorem 3.5 cannot hold for

arbitrary sets F if F is a kernel on the unit ball F„ in C" of the form Ka(z, f )

= (1 - (z,f))"a with a > 1. More specifically, the following proposition holds.

3.10. Proposition. The kernel Ka(z, f ) = (1 - zf)~a is sesqui-holomorphic and

positive-definite on the unit disk A for any a g (0, oo). Moreover, let f be an arbitrary

function on an arbitrary subset E of A, and consider the following statements:

(i) There is an F g H°°(A) with \\F^ < 1 andF\E = f.

(ii) The kernel Ka(z, f )(1 - /(z)/(f )) is positive-definite on E.

Then, the implication (i) => (ii) is always true if and only if a > 1, while the implication

(ii) => (i) is always true if and only ifO < a < 1.

Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from the fact that Ka(z, f ) =

(1 - zÇya,a > 0, is the reproducing kernel of the functional Hilbert space

/Ya(A)={gG(J>(A):||g||Q<a>}

where

oo I 00

\\g\\l = r(a) E w m;   JfeJ2;   g(z) = E bmzm,     z g a.
m = 0t(a + «i) m_0

As for the second part, we argue as follows: If a > 1, then //„(A) is the weighted

Bergman space A\{[A) with the weight <pa(z) = ttH« - 1)(1 - |z|2)a~2, z g A. If

a = 1, then HX(A) is the Hardy space H2(A) with the norm scaled by the factor

1/ ]/2~ñ. It follows that Ka possesses the contraction-property when a > 1, and thus,

by Theorem 2.12 or Corollary 3.7, (i) => (ii), if a > 1. If 0 < a < 1, we let F = A

and choose/as

f(z) = z^r—-,       zeA,
1 — rz

with

vT^7- /(l - s - e)/(l - s)
r =-

1 - vT^s

where s and e are constants satisfying

0<s<l,    0 < e < sa - s       (0 < a < 1).
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Thus /= F g H°°(à) with \\f\\x < 1, so that (i) is satisfied. However, (ii) is not

satisfied. Indeed, let z, = 0, z2 = yl - s ; thus z,, z2 g A and f(zx),f(z2) g A with

/(z,) = 0 and/(z2) = yl - s - e . It follows that

det[Fa(z„ z,)(l -f(Zi)j(ï]j)]2.J=1 = (s + e)s~« -KO

and thus (ii) is violated. We now prove the assertion concerning the implication

(ii) => (i). For a G (0, l], we have

Kx(z,n(l -f{z)W)) = Kx_a(zA)Ka(zA){\-f(z)J(V)).

In particular, if (ii) is satisfied then, since F, _a is positive-definite on A by the first

part of the proposition, Kx(z, f )(1 - /(z)/(f )) is positive-definite on F as a product

of two positive-definite kernels on F (here we have used Schur's theorem [11, p. 9]).

Since Kx = 2w5A, we have that SA(z, f )(1 - /(z)/(f)) is positive-definite on F, and

thus (i) follows from the previously mentioned Pick-Nevanlinna interpolation theo-

rem. Thus (ii) => (i) if 0 < a < 1. If a > 1, we let F = {zx, z2} be a set consisting of

two points in A, given by z, = 0 and z2 = yl - s with 0 < i < 1. We choose/to be

a function on F, specified by f(zx) = 0 and f(z2) = yl - s + e, where e is a

constant satisfying

0 < e < s - sa       (0 < s < I, a > 1).

It follows that

det[Ftt(z„ zj){\ - f(z,)f(zJ))\)j^ = (s - e)s-« - 1 > 0

and thus (ii) is satisfied. However, (i) is not satisfied. In fact, if (ii) is satisfied, then,

since F(0) = /(0) = 0 and |F(z2)| = |/(z2)| ¥= |z2|, we must have |F(z)| < |z| for all

z g A \ {0} by Schwarz's lemma. But this is violated by virtue of |F(z2)| = |/(z2)| =

yl — s + e > yl - s = \z2\, and the proof is complete.

The last proposition shows that the interpolation theorem for arbitrary subsets of

A seems to depend heavily on the close connection between the Szegö kernel

function and the automorphism group of A, which we do not have in general. It

would be of interest to know whether there are kernels on other homogeneous

domains, the ball for example, for which the analogue of the classical theorem holds

for arbitrary sets F. A very partial result in this direction is the following corollary.

3.11. Corollary. Let D be a domain in C" and for j = 1,2 let ß- be any hyperbolic

simply connected plane domain with the Szegö kernel SQ ■ Let G be a holomorphic

function of D into ß2 and let E be an arbitrary subset of D. Let fbe a function from E

into ß, such that, for some 0 < a < 1, the kernel [SÜ2(G(z), G(C)))a[Sü¡(f(z), /(f))]-1

is positive-definite on E. Then there exists a holomorphic function F on D such that

F\E = f and F(z) g ßj for all z g D. If, in addition, 3ßj is of class C1 with a Dini

continuous normal, then in the assumptions on /, ß, may be replaced by ß, while in the

contusions on F, F(z) g ßj for all z g D is replaced by either F(z) g ßj for all z g D

of F(z) = c for every z g D, where c is a constant lying on 3ß.
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Proof. Let </>■ be a conformai mapping of Qj onto the unit disk A (j — 1,2).

Define fx = <i>, ° / and G2 = <t>2° G. Using (3.1)—(3.2) and the notation of the last

proposition, we obtain

Ka(G2(z),G2(¡;)){i-fAz)jW))

xf <K(/(z)) \V2I »!(/(») \1/2

1 ;   l^(G(z))a/ U(G(on

x[sß2(G(z),GO))]a[Söi(/(z),/a))]"1,

and thus Fa(G2(z),G2(0)(l ~ h(z)fi(Ç)) is positive-definite on F. On G2(F),

which is a subset of A, we define the function/0 by/0(G2(z)) = /,(z) for all z g F.

Letting w = G2(z), t = (j2(0 we see that Ka(u>, t)(1 - /0(w)/0(t)) is positive-defi-

nite on G2(E). It follows from Proposition 3.10, since 0 < a ^ 1, that there is an

F0g/7-(A) with ||F0||<1 and F0\G2(E) = f0. Since |/0(G2(z))| = |/x(z)| =

I0i(/(z))l < 1 we conclude, by the maximum modulus principle, that F0(z) g A for

z g G2(E). We now define F by

F = Ç]1 ° F0 ° 4>2 ° G.

Then F g C(Z>), F|£ = / and F(z) g ßj for all z g A. The additional assertion

connected with the smoothness of 3ß, may be proved in a similar manner by

appealing to arguments of the proof of Corollary 3.9. The proof is now complete.

4. Interpolation from a subset of the boundary. In this section we obtain analogues

of the results of the previous section when the set F is a subset of the boundary. For

this purpose it is of course sufficient to establish the analogues of Theorems 3.4 and

3.5. These analogues are formulated in terms of the Hardy space of the domain D.

To a certain extent the definition of the Hardy spaces is similar to that of the

Bergman spaces except that the integration is now taken on the boundary (or on the

distinguished boundary) of D. It is not our purpose here to give a detailed

presentation of the very delicate ideas involved in these spaces. Instead, our aim is to

show how these spaces tie up with the present theory. For this reason, and, in order

to avoid unnecessary difficulties, we now assume that F is a bounded smooth

domain in C". The boundary dD is taken to be of class C2, even though, for

example, the class C1,e (0 < e < 1) would suffice. In fact, when « = 1 the class of

allowable domains D includes any plane domain whose boundary is rectifiable.

Throughout this section D will denote a bounded domain in C" with a C2

boundary, and r will denote some fixed characterizing-function for D, i.e. r is a

real-valued C2 function on C" such that D = {z g C": r(z) < 0} and |W(z)| > 0

for z g 3F». There exists an e0 > 0 such that the domains De = (z g C": r(z) < -e}

are relatively compact subdomains of D with C2 boundaries for all e g (0, e0). Let a

and ae denote the surface measures on dD and 3Z)E, respectively.

For 0 < p < oo, the Hardy class HP(D) is defined as the space of all / in 0(D)

with

U/H, =    Ihn     /   \f\'doA      <œ.
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If \f\p is replaced by log+|/| = max{log|/|,0}, we obtain the Nevanlinna class

H°(D). The fact that log|/| and \f\p are plurisubharmonic ensures that this

definition of the classes HP(D), 0 < p < oo, is independent of the particular choice

of the characterizing-function r. If ||/|| is replaced by \\f\\x = sup{|/(z)|: z g D},

we obtain the customary space H°°(D). It follows that Hq(D) c HP(D) whenever

0 «S p «S q < oo. Moreover, for 1 < p < oo, || • || is a norm which makes HP(D)

into a Banach space.

Any function/ G H°(D) has nontangential limits at almost every point of dD. We

denote by/* the boundary value function of/. It follows that log+|/*| g L,(3F»)

and, moreover, if/g Hp(D) then/* g Lp(dD), 0 < p < oo. The function/* can

be realized as a norm limit of "dilations" of / in the following sense. Let it be the

normal projection of a tubular neighborhood F of dD onto dD. Then for e > 0

sufficiently small, ■ne = 7r|3D is a C^diffeomorphism of 3£>e onto 3D and we define

ut = u » 77,."1 for any function « on D. It follows that/f is continuous on dD for any

/G H°(D). Moreover, if also /g Hp(D), 0 < p < oo then /E converges to /* in

Lp(dD). For 0 < p < oo, tf'(3Z)) = {/* g Lp(dD): f <e Hp(D)} is a closed sub-

space of Lp(dD), and for the correspondence/ -> /* is a linear isometry of HP(D)

onto Hp(dD). It follows that for 0 < p < oo, HP(D) can be identified with the

closed subspace Hp(dD) of Lp(dD) by identifying/ g Hp(D) with its nontangential

boundary value function/* g Hp(dD). In what follows, we make this identification

implicitly. We refer the reader to Stein [29, pp. 32-52] for further details on

boundary behavior of holomorphic functions.

The Hardy space H2(D) may therefore be regarded as a functional Hilbert space

of holomorphic functions on D with square integrable boundary values. Its repro-

ducing kernel S = S(z, f ) is the Szegö kernel of D. The Szegö kernel represents the

orthogonal projection S of L2(3F») onto H2(dD) in the sense that if p g L2(3F»)

then Sp G H2(dD) is the boundary value function of the holomorphic function

{Sp}(z) = (p,5(-,z))= f p($)W¿)do(n,       zeD,
JdD

which is also a member of H2(D).

Before proceeding we make a brief remark concerning notation. In what follows

we will occasionally use iterated integrals of the form

(41) (   f L(z,$)p(z)~p~(V)do(r)do(z)

where L is a kernel subordinate to the Szegö kernel and p g H2(dD). If L(z, f ) has

singularities in dD X 3F», some care must be taken in the interpretation of (4.1). If L

is singular in 3F» X 3D, then (4.1) is to be interpreted to mean

(4.2) hm  f   Í L(z-ev(z),$)p(z)pJJ)do(ï)do(z)
f^0+ JdDJdD

where v(z) denotes the outward unit normal vector to dD at the point z g 3 F».

It should be noted that in (4.1) and (4.2) the integrations may be performed over a

subset of dD by means of suitable characteristic functions.
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Throughout this section, F will be a Borel set in dD with positive surface measure,

i.e. a(E) > 0. The following lemma says, loosely speaking, that a subset of the

boundary with positive measure is a set of uniqueness for the Nevanlinna class. For

a proof, we refer to Beatrous [2].

4.1. Lemma. Let f g H°(D) and assume that f has nontangential limit 0 at almost

every point of E. Thenf= 0 on D.

For any function p on F, we denote by QEp the function on 3F» which agrees with

p on F and which vanishes on dD \ E.

4.2. Corollary. The vector space Jf0 = {SQEp: p g Lx(E)} is a dense subspace

ofH2(dD).

Proof. Let/ g H2(dD) with/1 Jt0. Then for p g Lx(E), we have

0=(/,SÔ£p) = </,fi£p)= ffpda.

Hence/vanishes on F, and thus by Lemma 4.1 we have/ = 0 on D.

We now turn to the boundary analogue of Theorem 3.4.

4.3. Theorem. Let L be a kernel on D which is subordinate to the Szegö kernel and

let f be a measurable function on E such that, for some nonnegative constant c,

(4.3) f f{c2L(z,n -f(z)J(J))p(z)pU)da(n da(z) > 0
JEJE

for all p G LX(E). Then there is a unique F g H2(D) with F\E = f (in the sense that

F(z) tends tof(Ç) as z tends nontangentially to I for almost every f g E). Moreover,

the kernel c2L(z, f ) - F(z)F($) is positive-definite on D. In particular, \\F\\ < C]/\\L\\.

Proof. Let F be the operator in 3S(H2(D)) which is represented by the kernel L.

Now, condition (4.3), whose interpretation is by means of (4!)-(4.2), is clearly

equivalent to the inequality

2

c2f ¡L(z,^)p(z)plJ)do(i)do(z)^   ffpda  .
JEJE JE

But the left-hand side is equal to c2(F*Sß£p, SQEp). Thus, since ||F*|| = ||L||, (4.3)

implies that for p g L°°(F) we have

|2

fpfda < c2||L|| • ||Sß£p~l|2

Thus, in view of Corollary 4.2, there exists a unique linear functional /on H2(D)

with ||/|| < Cy/lJLJl such that l(SQEp) = ¡Epfda for all p g Lx(E). Let F g H2(D)
be the function which represents the linear functional /. Then for p g Lx(E) we

have

fpfda = l(SQEp) = (SQEp, F) = (QEp,SF) = (QEp, F) =  fpFda
JE JE
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and thus F agrees with/at almost every point of F. Note also that

(4.4) ||F|| = U/H < Cv/ÜHl.

To show that the kernel c2L(z, f ) - F(z)F(Ç) is positive-definite on D, we show

that it corresponds to a positive operator on H2(D). Let TF be the operator induced

by the kernel F(z)F(Ç); thus the operator in question is c2T - TF. To verify that

c2T — TFis positive on H2(D), it suffices to show that it is positive on Jf0 = {SQEp:

p g L2(E)} which by Corollary 4.2 is a dense subspace of H2(D). But

\(c2T - TF)SQEp,SQEpj is precisely the left-hand side of (4.3) which is nonnega-

tive by hypothesis. Finally, ||F|| < c-d]\L\\ has already been derived in (4.4); it could

also have been established, since c2L(z, f ) - F(z)F(Ç) is positive-definite on D, as

a particular case of Corollary 2.10. This concludes the proof.

Specializing the preceding theorem to the Szegö kernel yields a local characteriza-

tion of the boundary values of functions in H2(D).

4.4. Corollary. Let f be a measurable function on E and let c be a nonnegative

constant. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) There is a unique function F g H2(D) with F\E = f and\\F\\ < c.

(ii) There is a unique function F G H2(D) with F\E= f and such that the kernel

c2S(z, f) — F(z)F(Ç) is positive-definite on D.

(iii) For every p G LX(E), we have

Sj{c2S(z, O -f(z)fJñ)p(z)pU)da(n da(z) > 0.

Proof. The implication (i) =» (ii) is a special case of Theorem 2.2. As for the

implication (ii) => (iii), we let / be the identity operator on H2(D) and let TF be the

operator on H2(D) which is represented by the kernel F(z)F(Ç). It follows that

c2I - TF is a positive operator on H2(D). In particular, for any p g Lx(E) we have

\(c2I - TF)SQEp,SQEp} > 0 and (iii) follows. Finally, the implication (iii) => (i)

is a special case of Theorem 4.3, since ||S|| = 1. This concludes the proof.

By taking / = 0 in Theorem 4.3 we obtain a result on the persistence of positive-

definiteness.

4.5. Corollary. Let L be a kernel on D which is subordinate to the Szegö kernel,

and suppose that for every p g Lx(E) we have

f [L(z,$)p(z)pU)da(S)da(z)>0.
JEJE

Then L is positive-definite on D.

Our next result is the boundary analogue of Theorem 3.5. For the unit disk, the

implication (iv) => (i) is due to Rosenblum and Rovnyak [25] and FitzGerald [15].

The general case is due to Beatrous [2] under the more restrictive hypothesis that F

contains a relatively open subset of dD. For the other implications, see also Burbea

[4], and Burbea and Masani [9,10].
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4.6. THEOREM. Let f be a measurable function on E and let c be a nonnegative

constant. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) There is a unique function F g HX(D) with F\E= fand^FW^ < c.

(ii)  There is a unique function F G HX(D) with F\E=f and S(z, f )(c2 —

F(z)F(Ç)) is positive-definite on D.

(iii) There is a unique function F g Hx(D) with F\E = / and MF, the multiplica-

tion-operator due to F on H2(D), satisfies \\MF\\ < c. In this case M* = SMF with

\\m = \\mf\\ = ii^iioc < c.
(iv) For every p G Lx(E),we have

J F-> F
S(z,$){c2-f(z)f(t))p(z)p{$)da(z)da(t)>0.

'EJE

Proof. Since the Szegö kernel has the contraction-property, the implications

(i) => (ii) => (iii) follow easily from Theorem 2.11 (see also the proof of Corollary

3.7). As for the implication (iii) =» (iv), we observe that (iii) implies that c2I -

MFSMf is a positive operator on H2(D). In particular, in view of Corollary 4.2, for

every p g LX(E) we have ((c2/ - MFSMF)SQEp, SQEp) > 0, and (iv) follows.

Condition (iv) is thus interpreted as in (4.1)-(4.2). We consider S(z - ev(z), f) and

then take lim e -» 0+.

We now prove the implication (iv) => (i). Let g be any function in H2(D). By

Theorem 2.2, the kernel S (z, f) = ||g||25(z, f) - g(z)g(t¡) is positive-definite on D.

Thus, for p g LX(E) we have

2

ffgpdal   <\ffgpda\   +  f (Sg(z,S)f(z)f{ï)p(z)p(ï)da(ï)da(z)
JE \JE JEJE

= ||g||2f fs(z,nf(z)fU)p(z)pU)da(nda(z)
JEJE

<c2||g||2/ fs(zj)p(z)plj)da(t)da(z).
J fJ F'EJE

Thus it follows from Corollary 4.4. that there is a function M(g) g H2(D) with

M(g)\E = fg and ||M(g)|| < c||g||. In particular, this is true for the constant func-

tion 1 which is in H2(D), because D is bounded. Set F = M(\). Then F g H2(D)

and F|£ = /and ||F|| < c||l|| = c\ja(dD). To complete the proof, we must show that

in fact \\F\\X < c. For g g H2(D), the function Fg is clearly in Hl(D) and it agrees

with M(g) on F. Thus it follows from Lemma 4.1 that M(g) = Fg for every

g g H2(D). We therefore deduce that F has the multiplication-property with respect

to the Szegö kernel 5. In particular, MF(g) = M(g) = Fg with ||A/£(g)|| «; c||g||, for

all g G H2(D). It follows from Proposition 3.6 that F g HX(D) and \\F\\X = \\MF\\

< c. The proof is now complete.

Condition (iv) of Theorem 4.6 can often be formulated in terms of certain

principal value integrals on dD. For example, if D is the unit ball F„ of C" then, for

p e L2(3FJ, we have

{Sp}(z)=-^—^ lirn/ (l-<x,f»-p(f)*rtt) + ip(*)
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for almost all z g 3F„ (see Korányi and Vági [20]). It follows that condition (iv) of

Theorem 4.6 is equivalent to

,45^ 1<ïï ^0+JJ(ExE)t (1-  <Z,0)

+ \j{l-\f\2)\p\2da>0,

for all p g L°°(F), where F is a Borel subset of 3F„ and

(ExE)e= {(*,£) e£xF:|l- (z,0\>e).

In particular, if the measurable function/on F satisfies |/| = 1 almost everywhere

on E, then the second integral in (4.5) vanishes, and thus (4.5) is equivalent to

(4.6)

lim   ff
E_o+ JJt

1-/(*)/(*)

(EXE)e  (1  -  (z,f>)
'-p(z) p(£) da(z) do(S) >0       (|/| = 1 a.e. on E).

An interesting application involving condition (4.6) occurs when « = 1, i.e. when

Bn is the unit disk A. Note that if F is an arc on the unit circle 3A and if / g C1(E)

with |/| = 1 on F, then the integral in (4.6) is nonsingular. In this case, (4.6)

becomes

(4-7)       f f l~f{z)M) p(z)rJ(ñda(z) du(S) >0,       p g LX(E).
Jeje      1 - zs

We can also give a discrete version of condition (4.7). For / as above, define the

kernel Kf on F x E by

"d@

1-/(')/«>,    z*ï,

-«-^log/(0,      z = U=el°).

Then (4.7) is equivalent to the assertion that the kernel Kf is positive-definite on F

(see also FitzGerald [15]). Thus, an elementary conformai mapping argument shows

that Theorem 4.6 implies the classical theorem of Loewner [21] (see also Donoghue

[11, pp. 85, 96, 126]) giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a real-valued C1

function on an interval of the real line to be the boundary value of a holomorphic

function from the upper half-plane into itself.

Similar considerations apply to an arbitrary bounded domain D in C whose

boundary dD is of class C1 with a Dini continuous normal. In this case, using the

fact that the singularity of the Szegö kernel SD(z, f ) is essentially the same as that of

the Cauchy kernel (see Bergman [3, pp. 110-120] and Burbea [5]), we see that

condition (iv) of Theorem 4.6 is equivalent to
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hm   ff SD(z,^)(l-f(z)fU))p(z)pJÍ)da(z)da(n
(4.8)        -oWW).

+ \j{\-\f\2)\p\2da>o,

for all p g LX(E), where F is a Borel subset of dD and

(EXE)E= {(z,OeFxF:|z-f|>e}.

Once again, if F is an arc on dD and if /g C*(F) with |/| = 1 on F, then the

second integral in (4.8) vanishes while the first integral is nonsingular. In this case,

(4.8) becomes

(4.9)

f [sD(z,$){l -f(z)jlj))p(z)plj)da(z) da($) > 0,       p g LX(E).
JEJE

The discrete version of this condition may be given by means of the kernel Kf

defined below. For/as above, i.e./ g Cl(E) and |/| = 1 on F, we define the kernel

F7onF X F by

(sD(z,n(l-/(z)/(0),    **t,

where s is the usual arc-length parameter on dD. Then (4.9) is equivalent to the

positive-definiteness of the kernel Kf on F. This extends the previously mentioned

classical theorem of Loewner to multiply-connected plane domains.
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